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Renormalization-group methods are applied to the Anderson model for a localized level coupled to a Fermi
system in which the density of states varies likeueur near the Fermi energy (e50). This model withr51 or
2 may describe magnetic impurities in unconventional superconductors and certain semiconductors. The
pseudogap suppresses mixed valence in favor of local-moment behavior. However, it also reduces the ex-
change coupling on entry to the local-moment regime, thereby narrowing the range of parameters within which
the impurity spin becomes Kondo screened.
@S0163-1829~96!51946-6#

There exists a class of ‘‘gapless’’ Fermi systems which
exhibit a pseudogap in the effective density of statesr(e) at
the Fermi level, taken to bee50. For instance, the valence
and conduction bands of certain semiconductors — including
Pb12xSnxTe at a critical composition,1 and PbTe-SnTe
heterojunctions2 — touch in such a way that, for smallueu,
r(e) is proportional toueud21 in d spatial dimensions. The
quasiparticle density of states in an unconventional super-
conductor can vary likeueu or ueu2 near line or point nodes in
the gap.3 Heavy-fermion and cuprate superconductors are
candidates for this behavior. Electrons in a strong magnetic
field4 and exotic phases of the Hubbard model5 are also pre-
dicted to exhibit a linear pseudogap in two dimensions. Fi-
nally, the single-particle density of states in the one-
dimensional Luttinger model varies likeueu2a, where a
varies continuously with the strength of the bulk
interactions.6

Recently there has been considerable interest7–12 in the
behavior of magnetic impurities in gapless systems having a
power-law density of states,r(e)5r0ueur . This scenario
may be relevant8 for Ni-doping experiments13 on
YBa2Cu3O72d . Poor man’s scaling for the spin-

1
2 ~impurity

degeneracyN52) Kondo model7 and large-N treatments7,8

indicate that a Kondo effect~i.e., quenching of a local mag-
netic moment at low temperaturesT) takes place only if the
antiferromagnetic electron-impurity exchanger0J exceeds a
critical value, r0Jc'r ; otherwise, the impurity decouples
from the band. A large-N study of magnetic impurities in
gapless superconductors9 yields similar results, except that
for r<1 or N52, any finite impurity concentration drives
Jc to zero. Numerical renormalization-group calculations for
theN52 case, both at10 and near11 particle-hole symmetry,
show thatJc→` for all r. 1

2, while for r, 1
2 the strong-

coupling limit exhibits anomalous properties, including a
nonzero moment. Away from this symmetry, a finite value of
Jc is recovered; forJ.Jc the impurity spin is screened at
T50, but an electron phase shift ofp suggests that the im-
purity contribution to the resistivity vanishes, instead of tak-
ing its maximal possible value as it does in the conventional
Kondo effect.11

The Kondo model presupposes the existence of a local
moment, i.e., an impurity level having an average occupancy

^nd&'1. This paper reports the systematic exploration of
local-moment formation in gapless systems. Poor man’s
scaling14 is applied to the Anderson impurity model,15 in
which mixed-valence (0,^nd&,1) and empty-impurity
(^nd&'0) regimes compete with local-moment behavior.
Concentrating on the case of a localized level which lies
within a power-law pseudogap, we show that the reduction
in the density of states near the Fermi level has three main
effects, each of which grows more pronounced asr in-
creases:~1! The mixed-valence region of parameter space
shrinks, and forr>1 disappears altogether.~2! The local-
moment regime expands.~3! The value of the KondoJ on
entry to the local-moment regime is reduced. Since the
thresholdJ for a Kondo effect rises withr ~see above!, these
results imply — at least in the cases of greatest interest,
r51 and 2 — that over a large region of phase space, the
low-temperature state has an uncompensated local moment.
This should be contrasted with systems having a regular den-
sity of states, in which an Anderson impurity is always
quenched at zero temperature. Our perturbative results are
supported by numerical renormalization-group calculations
of ^nd& and the magnetic susceptibility.

We start with the Anderson model,15 in the form

H5 (
s5↑,↓

E
2D

D

deeces
† ces1«dnd1Und↑nd↓

1 (
s5↑,↓

E
2D

D

deAr~e!t~ces
† ds1 H.c.!. ~1!

The noninteracting conduction band is taken to be isotropic
in momentum space and to extend over an energy range
6D about the Fermi energy (e50), while the operators
ces obey $ces

† ,ce8s8%5d(e2e8)ds,s8. The impurity is de-
scribed by its energy«d , and the Coulomb repulsion when it
is doubly occupied,U.0. We have assumed purely local
hybridization between the band and the impurity, and take
t to be positive. In the cases of interest,t andu«du are smaller
thanU andD.

Pure power-law density of states.We first consider the
density of states introduced in Ref. 7:
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r~e!5H r0ue/Dur , ueu<D;

0, otherwise.
~2!

Here, r can take any non-negative value, withr50 repre-
senting a constant density of states.~We will later examine a
more realistic case, in which the power-law variation is re-
stricted to the vicinity of the Fermi level.!

In order to understand the behavior of Eq.~1! at low
temperaturesT, we apply poor man’s scaling.14 In this ap-
proach, electronic states with energiesueu@T are progres-
sively integrated out, yielding an effective description of the
problem in terms of fewer degrees of freedom. Consider first
an incremental reduction of the bandwidth fromD to
D8[D(11d lnD),D. The aim is to represent the same
physical system by an effective Hamiltonian of the form of
Eq. ~1! and a density of states given by Eq.~2!, but withD
replaced byD8 in both equations. This requires the couplings
entering Eq.~1! to be adjusted to account for the states which
have been eliminated. Provided thatdD, «d , and t remain
small compared toD, these renormalizations can be com-
puted within perturbation theory. The band reduction can
then be iterated, leading to differential equations for the cou-
plings as functions of the effective bandwidth.

In previous implementations of poor man’s scaling for the
Anderson model with a constant density of states,16,17 it was
found that eliminating all states with energiesD8,ueu<D
produces a leading correction

d«d52r~D !t2d lnD52~G/p!d lnD, ~3!

whereG5pr0t
2. The corrections toU and t enter at higher

order in small couplings, and can be neglected.
For a power-law density of states, an additional correction

is required because the coupling entering Eq.~1! is not t, but
Ar(e)t[AGue/Dur . ReplacingD by D8 in Eq. ~2! increases
r(e) by a factor of (D/D8) r . G must be reduced by the same
factor so that the physical coupling remains unaffected by
the change of variable, i.e., we requireGue/Dur5(G
1dG)ue/D8ur , which gives

dG5rGd lnD. ~4!

The novel behaviors of an Anderson impurity in gapless sys-
tems all stem from this correction toG, which has no coun-
terpart for a constant density of states.

Equations~3! and~4! can be integrated to give the effec-
tive couplings«d(D) andG(D) at an arbitraryD in terms of
the initial bandwidth D0 and the bare couplings
«d
0[«d(D0) andG0[G(D0):

G~D !5G0•~D/D0!
r , ~5!

«d~D !5«d
01

G0

pr
@ur2~D/D0!

r # ~r.0!. ~6!

@The quantity u[min(1,U/D0) appears because, strictly
speaking, Eq.~3! applies only in the rangeD&U; the scaling
of «d is negligible forD*U.# For a constant density of
states, by contrast, only«d renormalizes:

17

«d~D !5«d
01~G0 /p!ln~uD0 /D ! ~r50!. ~7!

Note thatU does not renormalize significantly for anyr .

It is instructive to consider the behavior implied by Eqs.
~5!–~7! as the bandwidthD is progressively reduced. For
D0>D*U, all four impurity configurations are active, and
the impurity susceptibilityx imp satisfies

18 Tx imp'1/8. Once
D&U, the doubly occupied impurity becomes frozen out,
and the system enters thevalence-fluctuationregime. Real
charge fluctuations between the remaining impurity states
yield Tx imp51/6, and«d begins to scale according to Eq.~6!
or Eq. ~7!.

Scaling can continue until eitherG/D or u«du/D grows to
of order unity. At this point perturbation theory breaks down,
and there is a crossover to one of three regimes in which real
charge fluctuations are frozen out:

~1! Local-momentregime. If «d /D reaches21, the im-
purity acquires a spin, andTx imp rises to'1/4. The scale
DLM for this crossover satisfiesDLM[2«d(DLM).

~2! Empty-impurity regime. If, instead,«d /D becomes
equal to11, the localized level is completely depopulated
andTx imp drops rapidly to zero.

~3! Mixed-valenceregime. Finally,G/D may become of
order unity, at a bandwidthDMV[G(DMV). In this case,
Tx imp→0, but even atD50 the value of̂ nd& departs sig-
nificantly from both 0 and 1.

There are a number of notable differences between the
scaling behavior forr50 and for r.0. First, a pseudogap
markedly inhibits the renormalization of the impurity energy.
Consider, for example, the maximum possible shift in«d .
From Eq. ~6!, «d(0)2«d

05(G0u
r)/(pr ), whereas forr50

this quantity is unbounded. Forr> 1
2 ~say! andG0!u«d

0u, it is
a reasonable approximation to neglect the renormalization of
«d altogether.

Second, asr increases from zero, the crossover scale for
the mixed-valence regime is pushed down:

DMV5H G0•~G0 /D0!
r /~12r !, 0<r,1;

0, r>1.
~8!

For r>1, the ratioG/D always decreasesunder scaling,
which completely rules out mixed-valence behavior; instead,
the system must eventually enter either the local-moment
regime or the empty-impurity regime.

The depression of the mixed-valence scaleDMV and the
weakened renormalization of«d both tend to widen the re-
gion of parameter space exhibiting local-moment behavior.
To quantify this trend, let«d*

0 be the greatest~least negative!
bare impurity energy which flows to the local-moment re-
gime. This energy is given implicitly by the equation
DMV5DLM . Using Eqs.~6! and ~8!,

«d*
0 5S 1

pr
21DDMV2

G0u
r

pr
. ~9!

The plot of«d*
0 /G0 in Fig. 1 clearly shows the expansion of

the local-moment region with increasingr . ~In reality, «d*
0

describes not a sharp boundary between the mixed-valence
and local-moment regimes, but rather a narrow crossover
region in which both2E andG become large.!

At the point where the system enters the local-moment
regime, the Anderson model can be mapped via a Schrieffer-
Wolff transformation19 onto the Kondo model with an effec-
tive exchange coupling
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r0J5F 2G0

pDLM
1

2G0

p~U2DLM !G SDLM

D0
D r . ~10!

For given impurity parameters («d
0 , U, andG0), the Kondo

J for r.0 is reduced compared to that for a regular density
of states, due both to the depression ofG and to the weaker
renormalization of«d . A lower bound on the reduction fac-
tor, obtained by neglecting the renormalization of«d , is
u«d

0/D0ur . This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2, which plots
r0J as a function of«d

0 , for U5`, G050.1D0, and several
values ofr . For r,1, r0J rises to reach 2/p ~the dashed line
in Fig. 2! at «d

05«d*
0 , the boundary of the local-moment

region; whereas forr.1, r0J decreases instead. Note that
only for the r50 and r51/4 curves is the condition
r0J*r for the existence of a Kondo effect satisfied over any
great range of«d

0 . This observation extends to other values
of G0 andU.

Poor man’s scaling neglects higher-order corrections
which conceivably could accumulate to become important at
low energies. However, the scaling picture presented above
is supported by nonperturbative renormalization-group cal-
culations, similar to those for the Kondo model reported in
Ref. 11. All the data presented here were computed for
U5` andG050.1D0.

Figure 3 plots the low-temperature impurity occupancy as
a function of«d

0 . The range of«d
0 satisfying an operational

definition of mixed valence (0.25<^nd&<0.75) narrows dra-
matically asr increases. The inset compares the boundary of
the local-moment regime obtained using this criterion with
the scaling result in Eq.~9!. The alternative definitions of
«d*
0 are qualitatively equivalent, although there is a small
shift between the two data sets.

Figure 4 shows numerical results for the impurity sus-
ceptibility. Three curves are plotted forr50.2: For
«d
0520.1D0, Tx imp falls monotonically ~with decreasing
temperature! from its valence-fluctuation value of 1/6, i.e.,
the system flows to mixed valence, a conclusion that is
confirmed by the low-temperature value^nd&50.63. The
curve for «d

0520.3D0 rises monotonically, indicating that
the local-moment regime is entered, and furthermore that the
effective exchangeJ falls short of the critical valueJc
necessary for a Kondo effect, so the impurity moment de-
couples from the conduction band asT→0. The rise and
subsequent fall of the«d

0520.18D0 curve ~for which
limT→0^nd&50.85) shows that in this caseJ.Jc , meaning a
Kondo effect does take place.

FIG. 1. Boundary of the local-moment regime,u«d*
0 u vs G0, for

different values ofr . Any bare impurity energy«d
0,«d*

0 eventually
leads to local-moment behavior.

FIG. 2. Kondo couplingr0J on entry to the local-moment re-
gime, plotted vsu«d

0u for different values ofr .

FIG. 3. Average impurity occupation̂nd& at temperature
T51026D0, plotted vs«d

0 for different values ofr . The lines are
provided as a guide to the eye. Inset: Comparison of the scaling
prediction~solid line! and numerical data~circles! for the boundary
of the local-moment regime,u«d*

0 u vs r .

FIG. 4. Impurity susceptibilityTx imp vs T/D0, for two different
power-law densities of states defined in Eq.~2!.
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The two curves forr51 show that for«d
0520.037, the

system flows to the empty-impurity regime, whereas for
«d
0520.039 it exhibits an unscreened local moment. Thus,
the mixed-valence and Kondo-quenched regimes have essen-
tially vanished, as predicted above.

Restricted power-law density of states:In most gapless
systems, the power-law variation of the density of states does
not extend over the entire band in the manner assumed in Eq.
~2!. We therefore repeat the preceding analysis for a density
of states which rolls over to a constant outside a pseudogap
of width D, i.e., r(e)5r0ue/Dur for ueu,D, but r(e)5r0
for D,ueu<D.

At energies much greater thanD, scaling should proceed
very much as for a constant density of states. It is quite
possible for the system to pass out of the valence-fluctuation
regime before the pseudogap can have any real effect. How-
ever, we are more interested in values of«d

0 andG0 which
are sufficiently small that the bandwidth can be scaled into
the rangeD,D, where Eqs.~3! and ~4! must apply. The
subsequent renormalization ofG and «d is identical to that
for a system having a pure power-law density of states, but
with a bare bandwidthD and a bare impurity energy«d(D)
given by Eq.~7!. The qualitative effects of the pseudogap
should therefore be the same as those found above, although
the magnitude of these effects will certainly decrease as the
width of the pseudogap becomes smaller. The local-moment
regime will still expand, and the KondoJ will be reduced
relative to the caser50 by a factor of at leastu«d(D)/Dur .

Finally, we note a parallel between our results and find-
ings that an Anderson impurity in a Luttinger liquid has an
expanded local-moment regime.20 This similarity appears
surprising, since in an interacting one-dimensional electron
gas, independent fermionic excitations are replaced by col-
lective bosonic modes.6 It seems, though, that bulk interac-
tions affect the valence-fluctuation regime of the impurity
only by generating a power-law spectrum of one-electron
states which hybridize with the localized level. The similar-
ity with the noninteracting case does not extend into the
local-moment regime: there is no threshold value ofJ re-
quired to achieve a Kondo effect in a Luttinger liquid.21

In summary, we have investigated local-moment forma-
tion in Fermi systems having a density of states which van-
ishes asueur near the Fermi energy. The pseudogap strongly
suppresses hybridization between conduction electrons and
an impurity level, and weakens the renormalization of the
impurity energy. These effects in turn expand the range of
bare impurity parameters that lead to localization of a spin at
the impurity site, but reduce the value of the Kondo ex-
change coupling of this spin to the band, thereby decreasing
the likelihood that the moment will be Kondo screened at
low temperatures.
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